
                        STIPENDIARY STEWARDS REPORT 
 
  

MEETING DETAILS 

Club: Waverley Racing Club 
Date: Thursday, 12 October 2023 
Weather: Cloudy 
Track: Good 4 
Rail: Out 3m Winning Post to 1350m, Remainder True 
Stewards: N Goodwin (Chair), K Coppins, K Jillings (Trainee), B Bateup, V Algar (Remote) 
Vet: J Robins BVSc 
Op Support: S Shirriffs 

 

SUMMARY    

Suspensions: Race 2 T Davies CHOLULA 
Careless riding concluding stages [Rule 638(1)(d)] Suspended 22/10-18/11, 4 
weeks 

Fines: Nil   

Warnings: Race 6 
 
6 

C Lindsay TIPO 
Shifting ground 150 metres [Rule 638(1)(d)] 
J Parkes PADDY GIFT 
Whip above shoulder height [Rule 638(3)(f)(ii)]  

Protests: Nil   

Request for Ruling: Nil   

Horse Actions: Race 9 ALLADIN SANE 
Veterinary clearance required 

Follow Up: Nil   

Rider Changes: Race 5 
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7 
 
8 
 
9 
 
10 
10 
 

BALZANO 
S Weatherley replaced M McNab (Unwell) 
ENZAYO 
L Allpress replaced T Newman (Unwell) 
FRANK THE TANK 
J Doyle replaced M McNab 
MIYAZAWA 
S Weatherley replaced T Newman 
TOSCA 
J Doyle replaced M McNab 
O’RIORDAN 
L Allpress replaced M McNab  
HERE COMES TROUBLE 
C Lindsay replaced T Taiaroa (Injured) 

Late Scratchings: Race 4 
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THE ENTERTAINER 
@ 1.40pm 
ALADDIN SANE 
@ 3.21pm 

Medical Certificates: Received from S Weatherley 
Required by M McNab 
Required by T Taiaroa 
Required by T Newman 



Swabbing: MCDREAMY, NUN SO BAD, SCELTA DI ELENA, COOPER, BELLA CORNO, PADDY GIFT, 
METAVERSE, FAMILY AFFAIR, NEEDLESS TO SAY, KANUKA. 

 

GENERAL 

M McNab did not attend today’s race meeting due to illness and was replaced as above.  M McNab was advised that 
a clearance is required. 
 
Trainer K Buttermore had the explanation for the late declaration of riders for Race 4 TAMBERI, and Race 8 HERMES, 
accepted on this occasion. 
 

 

SUPPLEMENTARY 

Egmont Racing Club @ Hawera, Saturday, 7 October 2023 
Race 5 JOHNNY NEIL BUILDERS LTD 1400m 
PITKIN COUNTY (L Allpress) – Co-trainer Mr. J Benner advised Stewards, the stable was satisfied with the post-race 
condition of the mare, however, in his opinion PITKIN COUNTY may have not been suited to the Soft 7 track 
conditions. J Benner further advised it is the stables intention to continue on with the mare’s current preparation. 

 
 

RACE COMMENTS 

Race 1 ROPER AGRICULTURE MAIDEN 2200m 

MOSSRAAJ (L Douglas) - Began awkwardly.  Over-raced in the early stages.   
 
ZORZINER (J Chung) - Hampered at the start. 
 
TRIGGER HAPPY (M Hudson) - Began awkwardly and shifted out abruptly, resulting in TWOOUTATHREE, MCDREAMY, 
MISS RAINEY, LAZY and VERARDINO being tightened with VERARDINO clipping a heel and blundering.  When 
questioned regarding performance rider was of the opinion the gelding may be better suited to more rain-affected 
footing. 
 
TWOOUTATHREE (M Singh) - Tightened at the start. 
 
MCDREAMY (S Weatherley) - Tightened at the start. 
 
MISS RAINEY (W Kennedy) - Tightened at the start. 
 
LAZY (C Barnes) - Tightened at the start.  Raced three-wide in the early stages prior to being taken forward in the back 
straight. 
 
VERARDINO (J Doyle) - Tightened at the start then clipped a heel and blundered.  Inclined to shift ground inwards 
under pressure in the home straight, having to be straightened on several occasions. 
 
MAUREEN ZITA (T Taiaroa) - Raced four-wide throughout. 
 
T Taiaroa (MAUREEN ZITA) was accidentally struck by a whip shortly after entering the home straight. 
 

Race 2 PROPERTY BROKERS 2200m 

LEGALLY BLONDE (C Barnes) - Began awkwardly losing ground. 
 
MOMENTS LIKE THESE (L Allpress) - Over-raced in the early and middle stages.  Made contact for some distance 
rounding the home turn with MONKEY TOWN. 



 
MONKEY TOWN (K Asano) - Contacted home turn. 
 
SONOFABUTCHER (L Douglas) - Restrained to the rear from its wide draw. 
 
CHOLULA (T Davies) - Over-raced in the early and middle stages. 
 
ALL IN BLACKBERRY (T Taiaroa) - Began awkwardly losing ground.  Over-raced in the early and middle stages.  
Checked near the winning post resulting in T Taiaroa being dislodged.  T Taiaroa was attended to by paramedics and 
stood down for her remaining ride.  T Taiaroa was advised a medical clearance is required prior to riding next. 
 
NEVER FEAR (C Dell) - Over-raced having to be steadied passing the 1600 metres then raced wide without cover in 
middle stages. 
 
T Davies (CHOLULA) - In the presence of the Apprentice Mentor, defended a charge of careless riding in that she 
permitted CHOLULA to shift inwards over the concluding stages when not clear of ALL IN BLACKBERRY, which clipped 
that runner’s heel and blundered dislodging rider T Taiaroa.  After considering submissions the Adjudicator found the 
charge proven and T Davies had her licence to ride in races suspended from the conclusion of racing on Saturday, 21 
October up to and including racing on Saturday, 18 November, 4 weeks. 
 

Race 3 SUMMIT HAULAGE 1200m 

THE WITCH (C Butler) - Began awkwardly losing ground. 
 
PAPA SURF (J Chung) - Slow to begin.  Performed below market expectations.  When questioned regarding 
performance rider was of the opinion the gelding may be feeling the effects of recent racing. 
 
ZA SPIRIT (J Doyle) - Raced three-wide without cover.  Shifted ground under pressure in the home straight, having to 
be straightened on several occasions. 
 
 
 

Race 4 JOHNNY NEIL BUILDING LTD MAIDEN 1200m 

The start of this race was delayed for several minutes due to THE ENTERTAINER dislodging its rider, galloping some 
distance and being late scratched. 
 
COOPER (T Newman) - Reared in the birdcage making contact with the face of Miss Newman.  Miss Newman was 
examined by paramedics and cleared to ride.  Following the race Miss Newman reported to Stewards she was feeling 
the effects of the injury so was stood down for her remaining rides.  T Newman was advised a medical clearance is 
required prior to riding next. 
 
HILARY BANKS (C Butler) - Began awkwardly losing ground. 
 
MY MAN’S BACK (L Sutherland) - Began awkwardly losing ground.  Over-raced in the early stages.  Had difficulty 
obtaining clear running through the early stages of the home straight. 
 
MOLASSES (M Singh) – Slow to begin.  Raced keenly through the early and middle stages. 
 
SACK THE PUBLICAN (L Allpress) – Slow to begin.  Raced ungenerously in the early and middle stages.  When 
questioned regarding performance rider advised the gelding had raced greenly but was of the opinion SACK THE 
PUBLICAN would improve with the run. 
 



SEVENAYES (J Chung) – Raced keenly through the early and middle stages. Then held up having to be briefly steadied 
off heels passing the 400 metres. 
 
GIN TRAP (T Davies) – Raced three-wide without cover throughout. 
 
LORD DONOVAN (W Kennedy) – Held up rounding the final bend and through the early stages of the final straight. 
 

Race 5 ECOLAB MAIDEN 1400m 

KINGSTON HEATH (J Parkes) - Slow away. 
 
HONORABLE WARRIOR (K Asano) - Slow away.  Forced wider final bend.  Rider reported the gelding had hung 
throughout. 
 
RAUSING (J Doyle) - Hung outwards rounding the final bend, forcing HONORABLE WARRIOR wider on the track.  
Raced greenly throughout the final straight, proving a difficult ride. 
 

Race 6 KENT MYERS PROGRESSIVE LIVESTOCK MAIDEN 1400m 

ENSAYO (L Allpress) - Slow to begin. 
 
BLACK ORLOV (L Sutherland) - Slow to begin.  Shifted inwards abruptly near the 250 metres simultaneously as 
SCHUSKI shifted out, resulting in BLACK ORLOV then having to be angled wider to improve. 
 
SIR MIKKI (C Dell) - Held up rounding the final bend. 
 
KEEN ON BUBBLES (W Kennedy) - Had to be steadied and change ground when attempting a marginal run near the 
150 metres and went to the line without being fully tested. 
  
C Lindsay (TIPO) - Issued with a warning after permitting TIPO to shift inwards when not fully clear of KEEN ON 
BUBBLES which was hampered near the 150 metres.  C Lindsay was shown footage in the presence of the Apprentice 
Mentor. 
 
J Parkes (PADDY GIFT) - Shown footage of his ride and issued with a warning regarding the use of the whip in the 
home straight (above shoulder height). 
 
Following the running of the race, connections of the 4th placed BLACK ORLOV viewed footage of the home straight 
but elected not to proceed with an objection against SCHUSKI, which dead-heated for 1st placing, alleging interference 
near the 250 metres. 
 

Race 7 PIONEER BRAND PRODUCTS 1400m 

MADAME MOET (M Hudson) - Slow to begin. 
 
SPARTA (K Asano) - Slow to begin. 
 
FRANK THE TANK (J Doyle) - Over-raced in the early stages.  When questioned regarding performance rider was of 
the opinion FRANK THE TANK was more suited to more rain-affected footing. 
 
FREEDOM REINS (L Sutherland) - Held up rounding the final bend and was unable to obtain clear running until near 
the 300 metres. 
 
PASHAMALA (M Singh) - Had to be angled outwards in order to improve in the home straight. 
 



BIKINDY (C Barnes) - Trainer reported the mare had suffered superficial cuts consistent with being galloped on. 
 
L Allpress (METAVERSE) - Spoken to regarding her whip use in the home straight. 
 

Race 8 MURDOCH CONTRACTING MAIDEN 1650m 

MIYAZAWA (S Weatherley) - Slow to begin. 
 
ZACKERY (J Doyle) - Slow to begin. 
 
MIYAZAWA (S Weatherley) - Held up in the final straight until near the 200 metres. 
 
OUR SASSIE ANNE (K Asano) - Raced greenly over the concluding stages. 
 
LOVEHELEN (M Singh) - Lay inwards under pressure over the concluding stages. 
 
MIDASWELLBJACK (L Allpress) - Lay inwards over the concluding stages and could not be ridden out fully. 
 
HERMES (M Hudson) - When questioned regarding performance rider advised the mare had hung around the turn but 
finished the race off fairly. 
 

Race 9 WAVERLEY HARVESTING MAIDEN 1650m 

ALADDIN SANE (W Kennedy) - Late scratching at 3.21pm due to a farrier issue.  Connections were advised a 
veterinary clearance is required. 
 
LADY POSH (L Douglas) - Began awkwardly losing ground, then raced ungenerously for a distance.  Rider 
recommended a tongue-tie be applied at its next start. 
 
FAUSTIAN BARGAIN (K Asano) - Raced wide throughout. 
 
J Chung (MORALITY) - Spoken to regarding his whip use on a runner out of contention. 
 

Race 10 MATTY NEIL BUILDING LTD 1650 

KANUKA (K Asano) - Slow to begin. 
 
VISHAKHA (J Doyle) - Slow to begin. 
 
HUNGRY (J Chung) - Had to steady when placed in restricted room entering the back straight. 
 
O’RIORDAN (L Allpress) - Finished towards the rear.  When questioned rider advised the mare disappointed and had 
no excuse. 
 

 
Stipendiary Stewards report as posted is provisional and subject to further review and amendment 
 


